FOIL CONTAINERS AND ROUNDS

Foil containers, rounds and lids make it easy to store, transport, heat and display food items.
**Rectangular Roaster**
Strong, reusable foil roaster makes it easy to heat and serve in the same container.

**Cake Sheets**
Strong aluminum cake sheets make it easy to cook, store and serve food products.

**Oval Roaster**
Large oval aluminum roaster makes it easy to cook, serve and reheat food without changing containers.

**Foil Rounds and Lids**
7, 8 and 9 inch foil containers are sturdy, making it easy to store and transport food. Heat food without changing containers. Available with laminated and easy to see through clear dome lids. Dome lids provide damage protection by not touching the stored items. Foil laminated lids help retain heat. Fold over edges to hold lids tightly in place.

**Oblong Containers and Lids**
Foil containers make it easy to store and transport foods. Interrupted curl edges make it easy to secure the lids to keep heat or freshness in. Clear dome lids make it easy to see the contents of the container while also not touching the food. Cook food without changing the container. Easy to clean for re-use.

**Three Compartment Hi-Divider and Lid**
Three compartment heavy duty trays trays provide added protection to stored items. The individual sections prevent the mixing of items while being stored. The foil container makes it easy to heat without changing containers.

**Steam Tables and Lids**
Heavy duty steam table pans allow food to be stored and cooked without changing containers.

Foil lids help keep heat in longer while protecting items when moved.

**Dome Lids**
Clear dome lids for use with the lazy susan and cater trays will keep in freshness and allow viewing of items.

**Lazy Susan Trays**
Strong durable tray for catering displays. Foil trays have separate sections and center area to help keep items apart.

**Flat Trays**
Large round flat catering tray. Can be used with clear dome lid sold separately.

COMBO PACKS AVAILABLE

---

**Western Plastics, Georgia**
2399 US 41 SW
Calhoun, GA, 30701
Tel: (706) 625-5260
Fax: (706) 625-0003
Wats: (800) 752-4106

**Western Plastics, California**
41573 Dendy Pkwy
Temecula, CA 92590
Tel: (951) 695-1983
Fax: (951) 695-2004
Wats: (800) 442-9727

www.wplastics.com